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Abstract

Social hierarchies exist in democracies as well as in authoritarian societies. However, their nature is different. Democratic hierarchies are built bottom-up through election, while autocratic hierarchies are built top-down through coalition formation and domination. Both have power asymmetries between the weaker citizens and the stronger politicians, which are amplified the stronger the hierarchies are. This thesis introduces a model which combines pro-/anti-social behavior with different degrees of hierarchies which I unite in a model called the Structure-Behavior Diagram (Toelstede, 2020/1). This model has the power to categorize countries according to these criteria, and indicates when and how societies move between democracy and authoritarianism.

The movements of societies in the political space of the Structure-Behavior Diagram are marked by certain patterns and dynamics. I use the path dependence theory (Toelstede, 2019/2) and examine how so-called path-creating mechanisms can emerge and influence societies to move from democracy to authoritarianism. I show that path dependency-induced dynamics can put democracies at risk and are more serious in hierarchical societies than in horizontal societies.

Institutional punishment is widely seen as more stable then peer punishment. However, in political reality, institutional punishment – here in the form of policing – can be marked by over- and under-punishment as well as changes in sociality (Toelstede, 2019/1 and 2020/2). These findings show, together with hierarchy-sensitive characteristics of the path dependency, that institutional punishment and social hierarchies require more attention.

Lastly, I show that most democratic societies are intuitively aware of the power asymmetries and long principal-agent chains between them and their political agents. Together, these features provide increasing benefits for an anti-social descent of the agents, although some societies are prepared to trade personal freedom for higher socio-economic welfare. They therefore strive for higher socio-economic efficiency by embracing strong governmental forms and high conformity levels. I call this efficient statism (Toelstede, 2019/2). In doing so, societies compliantly put their free and democratic order at risk.
Abbreviations

ASP Anti-social punishment
ASP_{inst} Anti-social institutional punishment
ASP_{peer} Anti-social peer punishment
CH Coordination hierarchy
DH Dominance hierarchy
E Expansion path
GDP Gross domestic product
GS Government spending
NW Network
P Power
PA Power asymmetries
PAI Power asymmetries indicator
PCM Path-creating mechanism
PF Personal freedom
PSP Pro-social punishment
PSP_{inst} Pro-social institutional punishment
PSP_{peer} Pro-social peer punishment
PUN Punisher
RP Reciprocal power
r&p Reward and punishment
SBD Structure-behavior diagram
SEO State of emergency
SON State of nature
SQF Stop and frisk
T_{ind} Individual tolerance limits
T_{soc} Social tolerance limits
W Welfare
W_{ind} Individual welfare
W_{soc} Social welfare
1. Introduction

Strong democratic institutions are widely seen as bulwarks against authoritarianism. Humans prefer hierarchies (Nicklisch et al., 2016; Tiedens et al., 2007; Tiedens and Fragale, 2003), considering them to be more stable (Demange, 2004; Friesen et al., 2014). Sometimes, it is argued that social hierarchies are the only viable instrument to cope with the tragedy of the commons (see Ostrom, 1990: 8ff. for a collection of pro-hierarchy advocates in the 1970s and 80s). Hierarchies are supposed to be more efficient than horizontal structures at coordinating the daily problems of a society (Halevy et al., 2011; Ronay et al., 2012; Lim and Zhang, 2020). Even when people are about to tear down an existing political hierarchy, they paradoxically claim the immediate need for a new hierarchy. In 2014, Hong Kong’s streets were taken over by the umbrella movement, demonstrating against the strongly hierarchical system remote-controlled from Beijing. Critics regarded the uprisings as having failed, because the protestors’ organization had ‘no clear hierarchical chains of command’ (Tharoor, 2014). This shows that when it comes to managing public affairs, we almost automatically think in terms of hierarchical structures.

This viewpoint can be elusive. Strong democratic institutions create long and complex principal-agent chains between citizens (the principals) and politicians (their agents). These chains are marked by power asymmetries between the stronger politicians and the weaker citizens. They make societies vulnerable to adverse selection and moral hazard. However, what is good for coordination and welfare creation can also be good for the abuse and oppression of people. Or, in other words, ‘the state can be simultaneously the most efficient and most dangerous tool under human control’ (Dubreuil, 2010: 230). Power asymmetries and long principal-agent chains provide increasing benefits of anti-social descent for the agents. Once the latter are broken, the former enable the agents to reign unchecked. Moreover, peer punishment among elites might not always prevent this descent since all elite members are, in principle, equally exposed to the appealing incentives of anti-social descent. On the contrary, in societies without power asymmetries, nobody has enough power to subdue others. Hence, there are few benefits of anti-social descent.

Political science has already dealt with the question of sociality and verticality. Recent approaches focus on either the distinction between hierarchical/horizontal societies or the pro-/anti-sociality of the same. They describe social hierarchies as ambivalent (Van Vugt et al., 2008), and divide them into productive and dominance hierarchies (Rubin, 2000) or functional and dysfunctional hierarchies (Anderson and Brown, 2010). Further, they distinguish between two behaviors such as dominance and prestige (Henrich and Gil-White, 2001). Democracies tend to reward prestige and punish dominance, while authoritarian systems do the opposite. Magee and Galinsky (2008: 21f.) define hierarchies as ‘differentiation across individuals or groups on any
(commonly) valued dimension’. For Lake (2009: 264), hierarchies are any form of social differentiation and stratification as well as differences in authority over others (here: power asymmetries). So, all these approaches distinguish between either pro- and anti-sociality or hierarchical and non-hierarchical societies. The combination of both, the degree of pro-sociality and the degree of social hierarchy, can be found in Aristotle (2009: 100f.). He distinguished between governments whose objective is the ‘common interest’ (pro-social) and those who are ‘directed to the [selfish] interest’ (anti-social). Further, he defined three degrees of social hierarchy, ranging from non-hierarchical to strongly hierarchical. In short, he combined different degrees of power asymmetries with the pro- or anti-social use of power. The combination of these two dimensions is the center of this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-social</th>
<th>Anti-social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pro-social</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traulsen et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Toelste (2020/1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Examples of studies combining peer and institutional punishment, as well as pro- and anti-social punishment.**

Behavioral science has also dealt with the question of sociality and verticality (i.e. the distinction between peer and institutional punishment). As illustrated in Figure 1, behavioral science started with the analysis of pro-social peer punishment. It then slowly developed into anti-social peer punishment and pro-social institutional punishment. The approaches slowly fade out toward the upper right corner, where anti-
social institutional punishment can be found. This is the area on which this thesis concentrates. Anti-social institutional punishment can appear in different forms, like coalition formation, social dominance, bureaucratic instruments, or legal or social constraints (e.g. the *structural lock-ins* in Toelstede, 2019/2), but also results from the use of security forces. In two articles (Toelstede, 2019/1 and 2020/2), I examine the possible anti-sociality of institutional punishment in the form of policing. Policing is a key instrument of any government to enforce rules in a society. I analyze two situations. The first is over-policing (over-punishment) in reaction to terrorist acts (anti-social shock). The second analyzes the sudden absence of policing (under-punishment) and democratic dynamics. In most cases, societies find their way back to normality. However, I show that these occurrences can harm societies.

There is a discussion about whether modern internet society will crumble traditional hierarchical structures (Gardels, 2012). They do have an impact, but hierarchical and authoritarian social structures are still present in the political landscape. Vertical social structures even emerge in online social networks (Gupte et al., 2011). Our behavior is (still) influenced by the existence of vertical social structures and the incentives they embrace (Pfeffer, 2013). So, despite all the trends of flat hierarchies, networks, and market economies, we still have an affinity for social hierarchies – ‘we are still the same’ (ibid.). This thesis is marked by a certain skepticism regarding whether hierarchical structures are always the best choice for resolving social problems. I rather advocate that societies tacitly accept risks of power usurpation when escalating too many social problems to the government.

I show that the strength of social hierarchies, corresponding to the level of *power asymmetries*, plays an important role in the movement of societies between democracy and authoritarianism. I depart from a behavioral science perspective and combine this with political science. I abstract from a couple of political institutions and terms (e.g. political organizations, constitutions, elections, parliament, government, military, etc.). Nevertheless, I regularly cross over to the political world, especially when including contemporary real-world examples in the text.

The key model for addressing these questions is what I label the *Structure-Behavior Diagram*. This results from the distinction between hierarchical and non-hierarchical societies on one side, and pro- and anti-social behavior on the other. In this “political space”, societies can float between authoritarianism and democracy. However, in contrast to a single-dimensional democracy-authoritarianism distinction, the model shows the strength of the social hierarchies present in societies. This allows us to demonstrate that movements of societies between these political setups significantly depend on the strength of their social hierarchies (i.e. their verticality). Further, I present self-enforcing mechanisms which generate path dependencies in societies and can cause them to slip into authoritarianism. For that purpose, I make recourse to the path dependence theory introduced by Paul David (1985) and further developed by others over the years. I have modified the idea for the purpose of this topic, making it applicable to the dynamics of political structures. Therefore, I have used the

My approach is interdisciplinary. The model combines microeconomics, behavioral economics, socio-biology, anthropology, social ontology, political economy, and political science. This implies different terminologies, diverging basic convictions, and analytical patterns following on from the different science traditions. To deal with this, I use interdisciplinary terms knowing that switching between disciplines is not without the risk of causing confusion. It requires precaution and accuracy. Behavioral science has shown that most people have a predisposition for cooperation and are ready to punish those individuals who do not cooperate. The people are ready to assume the punishment costs privately without any personal advantage (altruistic punishment) (Fehr and Gächter, 2002). In an experiment conducted by Fehr and Gächter (1999/2000), eight out of ten test groups which were allowed to engage in altruistic punishment converged on ‘almost full cooperation’ (ibid.). And yet the mere existence of a credible threat of possible punishment promoted cooperation (ibid.). But if humans are that ‘cooperative species’ (Bowles and Gintis, 2011), why is it that history is marked by violence, oppression, and authoritarian regimes? Indeed, humans have been very successful whenever they have chosen to cooperate with each other. Nevertheless, these cooperative arrangements have been regularly interrupted by authoritarian and violent phases.

The Structure-Behavior Diagram is composed of four society types. I call the first – pro-social – realization of vertical social structures coordination hierarchy, and the second – the anti-social one – dominance hierarchy. Vertical social structures are marked by power asymmetries; the strength of these asymmetries defines the level of verticalization. Coordination hierarchies are vertical social structures resulting from the escalation of coordinative tasks from the citizens to their political agents – bottom-up. On the other side, I define those vertical social structures which result from malicious coalition formations of individuals aiming to abuse and oppress other individuals – top-down – as dominance hierarchies. In this model, pro-social societies resemble the idea of democracies whereby not all real-world democracies are as pro-social as they claim to be. Pro-social societies correspond to ‘effective democracies’ (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005). By contrast, dominance hierarchies resemble authoritarian regimes.

In addition to the two vertical social structures, there are two horizontal ones. Network (or network society) shall be defined as a horizontal social structure of individuals who pro-socially coordinate public affairs. It is the non-hierarchical counterpart to the

---

1 Even though both Pinker (2011) and Scully (1997) have observed a decline in global violence. Pinker has conducted a time serial analysis over hundreds of years, and Scully has carried out a regression analysis finding a negative correlation between violence and personal income. As income increases over time, violence should decrease. However, Mexico, for example, experienced a decline in homicides between 1930 and 2008 from 65 to 9 per 100,000 citizens, but in just three years from 2008 to 2011 it witnessed an increase to 24 per 100,000 (Krauze, 2015).
coordination hierarchy. In both, pro-social behavior is predominant. The remaining type will be called state of nature, and is the non-hierarchical counterpart to dominance hierarchies. In both, anti-social behaviors are predominant. Societies do not only move between pro- and anti-sociality as they do in a one-dimensional Democracy-Authoritarianism perspective. They can also change their levels of hierarchical order, their power asymmetries. Moreover, we will also see that societies’ movements between democracy and authoritarianism are different depending on the strength of their hierarchical structures. Further, their movements between democracy and authoritarianism often involve changes in their hierarchical order.
2. Methodology

This thesis is a conceptual analysis of social hierarchies in democratic and non-democratic regimes. I approach the theme in a largely deductive manner, before using empirical analysis to (preliminarily) confirm or reject the theoretical postulates. Studies about authoritarianism and, to a lesser extent, anti-social actions in democracies need to be rationally very solid and protected from several sides. This is for various reasons. First, any model dealing with politically sensitive topics can be attacked from an ideological or teleological side by questioning the viewpoint of its basic socio-political assumptions and alleged purpose. To avoid this, I frame the model in such a way that it allows the occurrences in the political space between democracy and authoritarianism to be discussed from different ideological viewpoints. So, it is not the model itself which discriminates between certain political viewpoints, but the debate which the model enables.

The second reason is that it is difficult to find good empirical data. As always, the data must properly reflect explanans and explanandum. It needs to be available in terms of quantity, reliability, and continuity. The reliability and completeness of empirical data on a global level is already a challenge in politically non-sensitive areas. Hence, when it comes to security-related data or the potential malfunction of governmental institutions like over- or under-policing, anti-social effects of political actions (Toelstede, 2019/1, 2020/1 and 2020/2), or authoritarian regimes (Svolik, 2012), the situation becomes difficult. It is not in the political agents’ interest to be properly evaluated by civilian principals. The quantity and quality of available data quickly fades away, and there is a possibility that empirical data will be biased, leading to incorrect conclusions. So, the empirical work in this area is complicated. Sometimes, as in Articles 3 and 4 (Toelstede, 2019/1 and 2020/2), it is a matter of using the opportunities offered by apparently unbiased and complete data from events in the political reality.

Another possibility for overcoming this problematic is to use politically non-sensitive data which is less likely to be biased, and has better completeness and greater availability. I do this in Article 1 (Toelstede, 2020/1), with government spending relative to GDP as an indicator of societies’ verticality. Nevertheless, in doing so, I trade explanans/explanandum quality for empirical data quality. In other words, the data availability in terms of quantity and quality increases, which makes the correlations more robust. On the other hand, the data used loses explanatory quality as it does not exactly resemble the problematic. It provides higher robustness but lower necessity in indicating a causal relationship. This difficulty in relation to the empirical data quality makes it even more important to have a firm conceptual model.

This interdisciplinary approach implies different methodologies and terminologies, which could limit their compatibility. For instance, some research directions pursue methodological collectivism while others prefer individualism. I respect these
methodologies and carefully connect them with reductionism and emergentism (Elder-Vass, 2010). The same goes for the diverging terminology used by different disciplines. This study is mainly about political and social science, behavioral and game theory, economic science, social ontology, and psychology. I sometimes switch between terminologies to bridge the gap between the different faculties.

The core element of this approach is the Structure-Behavior Diagram (Toelstede, 2020/1), which distinguishes between pro- and anti-social behaviors as well as hierarchical and non-hierarchical societies. Both dimensions require a thorough theoretical definition, allowing the two to be combined into one model and the countries to be categorized. The pro-/anti-sociality distinction in the Structure-Behavior Diagram entails the risk of falling into subjectivism or applying a moral imperative. My pro-sociality definition departs from the individuals’ consensual judgement of what is good or bad, and not from the perspective of a social planner. I define pro-sociality as a situation of ‘... dialogical morality, where all the affected parties have a voice in an open dialogue...’ (Wenzel et al., 2008: 385), following Habermas’ discourse ethics (Habermas, 2009). This is based on a dialogue between equal participants who morally constitute and legitimize the rules of a society. Since every individual is presumed to be able to participate in this social dialogue, it is fair to consider the resulting rules as pro-social.

In contrast to this individualistic and purely bottom-up approach, there is a collectivistic and partly top-down perspective. I show that part of what I call efficient statism (Toelstede, 2019/2) involves harmonizing or manipulating the individual’s perception, consensual evaluation, and judgement of social situations. Societies which apply this concept pursue an ambiguous and fallible ambition to achieve higher socio-economic welfare results by giving up individual freedom.
3. **Conceptual themes of the Structure-Behavior Diagram**

3.1. **Definitions of power**

When writing about social hierarchies and their possible negative aspects, like abuse and oppression, it is necessary to make some considerations about *power*. The term is ubiquitously used and often not well-defined. Apart from *power* itself, we can observe a variety of similar terms (e.g. constraints, violence) expressing the situative or contextual variances. I present a selection of these *power* concepts which are relevant for this analysis.

Besides the negative connotation which the term has in popular social discussion, there are also positive accounts in the literature. One of them is Han (2005), for whom power is the ability of A to convince B to do what A wants him to do and B does it out of conviction. To achieve this, power needs to be *conveyed* (ibid.). Violence, in turn, is the *unconveyed* (ibid.) form of power. Han distinguishes between power and violence by the grade of conveyance with which they are communicated. According to Han, only the one who is poor in power needs to apply authoritarian means (i.e. violence).

To assess individual actions, a power concept is required which allows the power of a given political regime to be separated from the power each regime member has. The difference between all members’ power and the total regime emerges from the social structure connecting them. To begin with, I take the power definition of Max Weber who said: *Power means any chance, within a given social relation, to enforce one’s own will on somebody else, despite his aversion and independently from where this chance derives from.* ² Individuals can have power over other individuals. In a social hierarchy, every individual has power over the lower ranked. But part of this power is derived from the next higher ranked person. Thus, the actual net power of an individual is much smaller than it might be perceived to be by his subordinates. Consequently, social hierarchies follow from a huge net power equation between the individuals composing it. However, the power which is exerted over an individual in a social hierarchy also follows from the collective power exertion of all superiors – in the form of an (un-)conscious parallel behavior. I will come back to this. In my approach, the terms *reward* and *punishment* will play important roles. Both are fundamental coordination tools of societies. Reward and punishment are realizations of power. Further, *power asymmetries* (PA) result from differences in the reward and punishment power (P) the individuals have over each other (Equation 1). If PA is positive, A has

---

more power over B; if it is negative, B has more power over A. An (authoritarian) regime should start to crumble when the net power in this equation becomes negative, if we assume B to be lower ranked than A. If $PA=0$, we speak about a horizontal society; if $PA≠0$, we speak about a hierarchical society. Only in horizontal cooperation are the mutual net powers symmetric.

$$P(A \over B) - P(B \over A) = PA$$

Equation 1. The power asymmetries resulting from power difference between two individuals.

Another power term is reciprocal power (RP), which describes the inner strength of the relationship between individuals. It follows from the sum of two individuals’ reward and punishment power in this simple bilateral equation. The sum of the mutual reward and punishment power (P) of all individuals describes the inner rigidity of a society. The sum of reciprocal powers in a society ($\sum RP_{ij}$ of all individuals i and j) describes the ‘structural lock-in’ (Toelstede, 2019/2) of a society. Reciprocal power exists in symmetric or horizontal ($PA=0$) as well as asymmetric or hierarchical relations ($PA≠0$).

$$P(A \over B) + P(B \over A) = RP$$

Equation 2. The reciprocal power between two individuals.

I call all these powers natural powers. Moreover, there are structural constraints which are often used to explain the limiting effect of social structures (e.g. social milieu, culture, religion, or idiosyncrasy) on the individuals’ behavioral options. In this case, there is no person who forces another one to do something. The idea of structural constraints is a collectivistic concept and, thus, it needs to be broken down to make it manageable for behavioral science. One concept which helps to explain where these constraints come from is that of ‘deontic powers’ (Searle, 1995 and 2010). It describes the ‘rights, duties, obligations, requirements, permissions, authorizations, entitlements and so on’ (Searle, 2010: 9) which an individual has toward other individuals or society.

Deontic powers are based on ‘status functions’ (Searle, 1995), which derive their virtues from the collective intentionality of the respective society. Collective intentionality attributes status functions to entities and, with them, deontic power over all individuals related to them. For example, a police officer derives the functional power to carry out his job according to rules from an officer ID. The ID has been given to the officer by somebody who has been given entitlement (by somebody else) to
declare this person a police officer. This officer ID, and with it the functional powers, can be retrieved by somebody else (e.g. a judge) who, in turn, has been empowered by somebody else to do so. This example could be continued infinitely. Deontic powers differ from the previously mentioned natural powers in that they do not follow directly from the individual’s personal capabilities but from the powers attributed collectively to the individual. Political institutions are based on numerous deontic power relations within and between them. So, deontic powers are a reducing concept to institutions in the sense of Searle (2005), which allows to abstract from political institutions without excluding them from the analysis.

Society collectively imposes ‘functions on objects and people where the objects and people cannot perform the functions solely in virtue of their physical structure’ (Searle, 2010: 7). Whether this involves peer relations or the anatomy of social institutions, it can be traced back to these concepts. The status functions and the related deontic powers in a society change with the altering behavioral, structural, and normative characteristics of a society. For instance, when a political regime breaks down, many status functions and the related deontic powers cease to exist; a king is no longer regarded as a king, a minister no longer as a minister, and so on. Natural and deontic powers can cause what I refer to as a structural lock-in (Toelstede, 2019/2). This term describes a situation where individuals are stuck in a social structure with little or no freedom to maneuver. While structural constraints is a collectivistic sociological term, structural lock-in aims to break down, model and quantify the implicit freedom-limiting powers. It is a collectivistic interpretation of a situation which makes the situation cumbersome to evaluate. The concept of structural lock-in does not stop there – it breaks down further.

In this study, I apply both methodological individualism and collectivism. This makes it possible to address situations where the individual’s behavior triggers changes in the group and situations where the social environment influences the individual’s behavior. Methodological individualism is mainly used by economists and game-theorists, while collectivism is rather used by sociologists and social ontologists. The methodological connection between the two schools is the reductionism which offers a toolbox to reduce seemingly collectivistic phenomena to an individualistic level. In the opposite direction, from individualistic to collectivistic level, I apply the concept of emergentism (Elder-Vass, 2010). However, some social ontologists question reductionism and emergentism (e.g. Searle, 1995 and Tuomela, 2013). Certainly, this needs to be done with caution to avoid losing important aspects along the way, or wrongly connecting alleged causes and effects.

Structural lock-ins emerge from the multiple natural and deontic powers present in a society (Equation 3). These powers have both resulting and emerging aspects. Resulting powers are simply summed up and are in line with methodological individualism. Emerging powers (expressed by the function f in Equation 3) describe those powers following from power attribution by collective intentionality, in line with methodological collectivism and the abovementioned collective power exertion. The
collective exertion has an emerging effect in the form of a *de facto* legitimacy for the exerted actions, although this does not imply a moral legitimacy. It can also follow from the unconscious parallel behavior or tacit consent. This means that emerging powers are more than the sum of the individual actions. *Structural lock-ins* have a resulting and an emerging component (Equation 3).

\[
\text{structural lock-in} = \sum \text{(natural powers)} + f \text{(deontic powers)}
\]

\[
= (\text{resulting powers}) + (\text{emerging powers})
\]

*Equation 3. The structural lock-in following from all natural and deontic powers in a society.*

To calculate the *power asymmetries* between two groups, we need to calculate the net power for the natural powers. We then need to define the difference between deontic powers empowering or disempowering each of the groups or individuals in the equation. This includes defining the differences in emerging powers following collective power exertion of the two groups. This is of importance when thinking about a *power asymmetries* indicator. This indicator would measure the strength of the hierarchical structures in a society, and therefore needs to take all natural and deontic roots into account. To summarize, the power definitions of Weber and Han for natural power and those of Elder-Vass and Searle for deontic power provide the conceptual basis for my approach.

### 3.2. Definitions of behavior

Here, I define the behavioral terms which are relevant for this approach, namely *pro- and anti-social, reward and punishment, coordination and abuse and oppression.* Individual behaviors have a high influence on societies’ movements between freedom and oppression. To cope with daily problems and to promote socio-economic development, the individuals in a society must reach a consensus on how to allocate resources, how to organize social and economic transactions between them, and how to distribute the fruits of their work. This process shall be called *coordination.* The idea of coordination to *organize economic transactions between people* is in line with Williamson’s (1975) transaction costs theory. However, I extend the term to non-economic transactions, in other words social transactions. Thus, it comprises all transactions needed to make a society work. In the case of private goods without any public good character or external effects, the individuals act independently. In the case of public goods, the individuals *coordinate* their activities, taking allocational and distributional aspects into account. They agree on how much each party must
contribute, how much it will receive, and how to deal with free-riders and defectors. Managing public goods has been intensively discussed by behavioral and economic science.

Further, I use the two concepts of reward and punishment (r&p), tracing back to Adam Smith (2010/1759). In their daily interactions, individuals reward good behaviors and punish bad ones (Almenberg et al., 2011; Nikiforakis and Mitchell, 2014). The realization of punishment ranges from signaling discontent or disagreement, via hindering the other party from doing something, to the use of coercive or punitive measures. Reward works in the opposite direction. The individual’s behavior, and especially reward and punishment, can be pro- and anti-social. The possibility of anti-social behavior in the form of abuse and oppression is the opposite of the pro-social coordination in this model. I use this term to describe societies in which the malicious intention of some to increase their welfare level at the expense of others is the predominant behavior (similar to Magee and Langner, 2008).

Figure 2 makes a comparison between the effects of an individual’s behavior on his own welfare and on society’s welfare. The individual’s welfare is shown on the vertical axis, while society’s welfare is displayed on the horizontal axis. I apply a broad welfare notion going beyond the monetary welfare concept of economics; it includes material and immaterial welfare, the freedom of the individual, human and civil rights, safety, the possibility of self-determination, and self-actualization. The relative importance of these realizations can vary within and between cultures. Starting from point $t_0$ in Figure 2, the individual’s actions cause a move to the right and increase society’s welfare. In a meritocratic society, all individual contributions to society’s welfare (a move to the right) are recompensed to the individual (an upward move). These recompenses can occur in many ways, such as honor, social status, goods or pecuniary forms like salaries, profits, or interest. So, ultimately, the welfare of society and the individual increase. The ratio between social and individual welfare remains constant along the expansion path E. I now widen this strict relation. $T_{soc}$ and $T_{ind}$ represent the tolerance limits of the society or the individual, respectively. Within this tolerance vector, the range between $T_{soc}$ and $T_{ind}$, a society can develop without facing major frictions regarding welfare distribution. This model can also be used to describe the welfare distribution between different groups within a society. Passing one of the tolerance limits can provoke frictions in a society. Further, the model allows us to compare an individual with the next higher or lower ranked individual in a social hierarchy. It can also be used to analyze two groups of a stratified social hierarchy competing for the distribution of welfare and the relative social ranks.

AR in Figure 2 represents the activity range (corresponding to the utility possibility frontier in economics) of the individual. He can spend his resources on activities that increase either society’s welfare (a horizontal move) or solely his private welfare (a vertical move). In a society with functioning pro-social r&p mechanisms (a meritocratic society), it does not matter what actions the individual takes. Horizontal moves would be rewarded by society, resulting in a consecutive vertical move. Vertical
moves would be punished – e.g. by taxation of revenues – if they are linked to non-contribution to public goods, disproportional receipt of public goods, or negative external effects. In the end, all individuals’ actions in a society with a functioning r&k system should cause a move along the path E or within the tolerance vector $T_{soc}-T_{ind}$ in Figure 2.

When it comes to social ranks in hierarchies, the situation is different. An individual can increase his personal welfare without necessarily lowering society’s welfare. However, he cannot increase his social rank in the social space (Bourdieu, 1984) without lowering the relative rank positions of all others. This is because the value system of social rank is a zero-sum equation. Social rank systems are part of hierarchical societies. And we all live in hierarchical societies in some way. They offer individuals the opportunity to spend their resources solely to improve their own social rank, without contributing to public goods. This is a kind of social rent-seeking with a destructive effect on social welfare (Ahn et al., 2011: 18). As De Tocqueville (2011: 123) wrote, ‘the ambition of the citizens increases with the power [meaning: the verticality or the hierarchy] of the State’. He thereby distinguished between the concepts of productive and social rent-seeking actions. De Tocqueville argued that in

![Figure 2. Individual versus social welfare.](image)
the American republics, in comparison to the European countries of his time, the ‘ambition of power [in Europe] yielded to the less refined and less dangerous love of comfort [in America]’ (ibid.: 125). Today, the inclination for rank-seeking differs between societies and individuals. Conservatives, for instance, are more prone to carry out vertical activities than liberals (Ordbayeva and Fernandes, 2018).

Another important factor is natural resources. These have been extensively discussed in literature as being the source of non-productive revenues which help regimes to stay in power for longer (e.g. Wright et al., 2015). The revenue is independent of individual productive actions. Beyond the well-known Dutch disease effect of decreasing investments and increasing consumption, natural resources foster social conflicts. They are common goods with consumption rivalry but limited excludability. In societies which rely on natural resource revenues, this excludability is achieved by rules (which are not always respected) or ultimately by arms. Thus, natural resource revenues ‘become a type of “honey pot” in which competing interests try to capture a significant part of resource rents by capturing portions of the state’ (Karl, 2007: 666). Natural resources are a permanent apple of discord in the political arena of a society. They stimulate a culture of rivalry where everybody tries to increase his welfare or social rank at the expense of others. This culture can also emerge in societies with large state-protected monopolies. These monopolies generate super-normal profits which are similar objects of rivalry to natural resources. Lastly, the individual’s behavior is influenced by the environment, which ‘determines whether the fair types or the selfish types dominate’ (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). Especially in the case of a stagnating or shrinking economy, people try to defend their individual welfare level and social ranks. That might result in an increase in rivalry and defection, punishment and counter-punishment, with higher conflict expenditures (Casari and Luini, 2009; Nikiforakis and Engelmann, 2011; Fehl et al., 2012).

3.3. The real world’s diversity in one model?

The world is characterized by different cultures, ideologies, preferences, etc. This diversity might generate different behavioral patterns in reaction to the same stimuli. A large amount of literature has approached these cultural differences. There are studies about the readiness to assume the costs of peer punishment (Henrich et al., 2006) and the trust level differences influencing the effectiveness of peer punishment (Balliet and van Lange, 2013). Further, they examine sensitivity to economic r&p incentives (Henrich et al., 2005), the propensity for anti-social behavior (Gächter and Herrmann, 2009 and 2011; Gächter et al., 2010; Herrmann et al., 2008; Matsumoto, 2007), and models to measure these differences (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004). Some authors have analyzed neurobiological aspects to predict differences in behavioral patterns (Farrow et al., 2011), while others have paid attention to genetic influences (Edsall, 2014) or historic pathogen prevalence (Fincher et al., 2008; Murray, 2013; Murray et al., 2013) in our political beliefs. Scholars have analyzed traditionalism,
conservatism, and liberalism. They see traditionalism as one of the key drivers of people’s readiness to obey authorities (i.e. social hierarchies) (Bouchard in Voland and Schiefenhövel, 2009: 165-188). Henningham (1996) measured the grade of social conservatism, and according to Graham, Haidt, and Nosek (2009), liberals and conservatives rely on different sets of moral foundations. In contrast to conservatives, liberals pay significantly more attention to reciprocity, which is important for cooperation and peer punishment. Further, liberals pay less attention to values such as respect for authority, purity, and sanctity, which are fundamental to the promotion and acceptance of hierarchical social structures (ibid.). So, in a heterogenous context, we should be aware that there may be different interpretations of what is regarded as being pro- and anti-social.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individualistic societies</th>
<th>Collectivistic societies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rather self-regarding (Gintis, 2013)</td>
<td>Relative welfare plays a greater role (Kilduff et al., 2010; Kilduff et al., 2012); lower tolerance for material welfare differences (e.g. Henrich et al., 2006; Irwin and Horne, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-mode predominant (Tuomela, 2013)</td>
<td>Rather other-regarding (Gintis, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute welfare plays a greater role (Kilduff et al., 2010; Kilduff et al., 2012); higher tolerance for material welfare differences (e.g. Henrich et al., 2006; Irwin and Horne, 2013)</td>
<td>We-mode predominant (Tuomela, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual learning is predominant</td>
<td>Conformist learning is predominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent tasks (Halevy et al., 2012) such as wheat production (Luhrmann, 2014)</td>
<td>Higher social conformity (Bond and Smith, 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less efficient at handling public goods</td>
<td>Interdependent tasks such as rice production (Luhrmann, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative subsidiarity concept (Watrin, 2003); preference for peer punishment</td>
<td>More efficient at handling public goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive subsidiarity concept (Watrin, 2003); preference for institutional punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tend to create public goods emanating from socio-political ideologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Might have a higher present or historical exposure to political or pathogen threat (Fincher et al., 2008; Cashdan and Steele, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tendency to Groupthink (Janis, 2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Characteristics of individualistic and collectivistic societies.

Further, individualistic societies are different from collectivistic ones. In Figure 3, I have listed a couple of characteristics of individualistic and collectivistic societies.
Individualism or collectivism in societies can be influenced by the predominant production. Wheat farming people, for instance, have shown higher individualism, while rice farming people are more likely to be collectivists (Luhrmann, 2014). The reason for this is that different levels of cooperation are required depending on which types of products a society produces. Collectivistic societies are more efficient at handling public goods, and they have greater other-regarding attitudes and we-mode thinking. However, in my opinion, collectivistic societies also create public goods since their utility functions are more collective than those in individualistic societies. There, socio-political ideologies draw the collective attention to aspects of joined importance and collective enjoyment. To satisfy the desire of collective enjoyment, institutional r&d and coordination are necessary. By contrast, in individualistic societies, enjoyment is rather private, and coordination is more in the hands of individuals. Leaving the ontological and methodological dimensions aside and focusing on welfare theory, the common welfare theoretic denominator of collectivism and individualism can be found in the position adopted by Francis Hutcheson. He coined a statement which has ever since been attributed to utilitarianism: ‘The greatest happiness [number of good] for the greatest number [of people]’ (Hutcheson, 1729). Individualists consider utility to be primarily an individual joy. Hence, they focus on the ‘greatest number of goods’. By contrast, collectivists rather focus on the latter, providing happiness or goods ‘to the greatest number [of people]’. Consequently, collectivists pay more attention to public goods, as the non-rivalry of these goods makes it possible to satisfy more people with the same number of goods.

To cope with defection, collectivistic societies prefer institutional responses while individualistic societies favor peer punishment setups. These characteristics make collectivistic societies more hierarchical than individualistic ones. The readiness to escalate public goods problems creates stiffer hierarchies, while a preference for peer punishment keeps them flat. So, individualistic societies prefer to resolve public goods questions on their own, by peer punishment. Divergences in these preferences cause countries to react differently in certain situations. I will come back to this aspect in the next section. Further, some individuals are driven by absolute and independent motivations, while others are more guided by the relative welfare level or social rank of others (Kilduff et al., 2010; Kilduff et al., 2012) in a society. The latter results in an individual being ready to sacrifice part of his absolute welfare to improve his relative welfare level or social rank position (the de Tocqueville example), or to embrace greater conformity (e.g. Henrich et al., 2006; Irwin and Horne, 2013). All these characteristics lead to differences in punishment costs, punishment activity, and the appearance of anti-social punishment (Herrmann et al., 2008; Gächter and Herrmann, 2009; Bryson et al., 2012) in societies.

In behavioral studies, the participants are often chosen from democratic and affluent places (Sylwester et al., 2013) or so-called WEIRD societies. It would be interesting

---

3 Henrich et al. (2010). WEIRD stands for western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic.
to see the results of certain studies when using people from regions of warfare or dysfunctional states typified by high corruption. Thus, public goods experiments could be used to analyze the extent to which post-violence or dysfunctional societies have “normalized” by establishing pro-social behavior patterns at a peer level. If the analyzed people have similar basic preferences, social comparisons will be possible without major obstacles. If the articulated preferences are diverse, they might be based on the same underlying basic needs. People might express identical needs in different ways. Further, they could have diverging basic needs which, however, all depend on the same resources (e.g. money or natural resources) and individual freedom to realize them. So, to make comparisons between societies – despite these differences – we must use characteristics which are sufficiently universal.

3.4. Considerations on the subsidiarity principal

The subsidiarity principle plays an important role in the shape of social hierarchies. In pro-social societies, social hierarchies emerge when individuals escalate public goods problems to higher levels. Here, I discuss different socio-political ideologies which influence the individual’s escalation decision, and thus the emergence of hierarchical orders. The political theory about the subsidiarity principle does not pay much attention to the possibility of usurping power following from different ideologies (Watrin, 2003; Føllesdal, 2014; Delsol, 2015). However, in my opinion, these differences give societies a different shape and determine their predisposition to drift into authoritarianism. Vertical task allocation and a bottom-up perspective are an eminent characteristic of pro-social hierarchies. By contrast, power sharing and a top-down perspective are inherent in anti-social hierarchies. Both aspects can be found in the discussion about subsidiary principles. However, literature talks rather randomly about the task or power allocation (Føllesdal, 1998 passim). Normally, the assignment of tasks and responsibilities goes hand-in-hand with the corresponding empowerment. However, while the escalation starts with consensus about the attributed task in pro-social hierarchies, power sharing is at the center of thinking in anti-social hierarchies.

Part of the subsidiarity theory is the principle of proportionality. This describes the extent to which a higher unit should support a lower unit und thereby interfere with its affairs. The provided support should be in proportion to the needed help. This (apparent) need for help is lower when applying a bottom-up rather than a top-down perspective. Martin (2010) tested that question by interviewing members of the European, Federal German and Bavarian parliaments. He found that the members of lower parliaments are more restrictive in terms of the need for help. The principle of proportionality also means that the interventions must be balanced between public interests and the individual’s right for autonomy. Looking at the etymology of subsidiarity, the term comes from the Latin word *subsidiarium* (help)\(^4\), which means that

---

\(^4\) Endo (1992), referring to Jean-Marie Pontier “La subsidiarité en droit administrative” (1986).
help should only be provided where the lower unit is not able to fulfill a task using its own means. The term was originally used for military reserve resources to be allocated where existing local resources were not enough. So, the resource allocation concept of subsidium implied a top-down perspective. By contrast, calling for help stems from a bottom-up perspective.

Further, the underlying ideology influences the outcome, too. A collectivistic ideology recommends more interventions than an individualistic one, as it applies a top-down perspective. It puts the definition of when support should and should not be provided – I call this the subsidiarity threshold – in the hands of the superiors. This top-down perspective is predominant throughout history. Jean Pierre Proudhon\(^5\) wrote that ‘everything that can be executed by the individual to submit oneself to the law would be left to the individuals’. This perspective means that somebody from a higher rank decides what to ‘leave’ to the lower ranked individuals. The subsidiarity thresholds definition in Proudhon’s subsidiarity concept, as well as the task and power allocation, are applied top-down. Pope Leo XIII, in his 1891 Rerum Novarum – like Pope Pius XI in his Quadragesimo Anno\(^6\) 40 years later – unsurprisingly approached the subsidiarity principle from a top-down perspective. All this implies the assumption that there is an omniscient social planner who decides what autonomy can be conceded to the people.

Thomas Hobbes applied both perspectives in his Leviathan. He wrote that ‘... a multitude of men do agree, ... that to whatsoever man... shall be given... the right to present the person of them all...’ (Hobbes, 1885) (bottom-up). But once the individuals agreed on this, they ‘... are subjects to a monarch, [and] cannot without his leave cast off monarchy...’ (ibid.) (top-down). By contrast, liberal testimonies clearly start from the individuals’ perspective. This was the case in the 18\(^{th}\) century American pre-constitutional debate. Both federalists (e.g. Kesler, 2003: No.51; a Publius article for a moderate position) and anti-federalists (e.g. Ketchman, 2003: 292f.; a Brutus article for a radical position) took a bottom-up view and critical position on the escalation of power. This perspective perdured, as de Tocqueville (2011: 148) wrote fifty years later in the 1830s: ‘The citizen of the United States is taught from his earliest infancy to rely upon his own exertions... and [he] only claims [the authority’s] assistance when he cannot do without it’. Bottom-up and top-down perspectives can also be found in the contemporary discussion about civil participation in democracies (e.g. Navia, 2008; Smith, 2009) or authoritarian regimes (e.g. McNulty, 2012; Owen, 2020). While there is a top-down, bottom-up combination in democracies, authoritarian regimes are purely top-down. The top-down, bottom-up distinction corresponds to the exogenous versus endogenous institution choice discussion in behavioral science (e.g. Botelho et al., 2019; Dannenberg and Gallier, 2019; Marcin et al., 2019). Here, the endogenously

\(5\) Endo (1992), referring to Pierre-Joseph Proudhon’s “De la capacité politique des classes ouvrières” (1865). French original: ‘Tous ce que peut exécuter l’individu, en se soumettant à la loi de justice, serait donc laissé à l’individualité.’

\(6\) Both can be found in Endo (1992).
(bottom-up) built institutions tend to be more efficient (ibid.). This discussion about bottom-up or top-down perspectives leads to a number of important political-economic questions. Who has the sovereignty to define the subsidiary thresholds? They define whether a certain task and the related power are attributed to the next higher or the next lower level. Who has sovereignty over the threshold-influencing parameters like the ideological environment? The power for these steps is not necessarily in the hands of the same people. Power lies not only with the one who possesses power within given subsidiary structures, but also with the one who defines the structures following on from the subsidiary thresholds.

To show some characteristics of the subsidiarity discussion, I have chosen a politological classification which is illustrated in Figure 4. The model is not limited to the molding of political institutions. It comprises the subsidiarity decisions of all individuals in their everyday lives – including outside the political institutions. Figure 4 distinguishes between three major streams: liberalism, federalism and statism. Liberalism focuses on the individual, the citizen, and begins its reasoning from there. By contrast, I label all ideologies which start their reasoning with the state, the political order, and a collectivistic view of society as statism. Statism theories range from communist and socialist to conservative types. In each of them, the state plays a central role in the planning and realization of the respective ideology.

I further introduce the concept of efficient statism, which is the conviction that by driving the statism idea “to perfection”, society will reach ever better social welfare levels. These societies chose to trade individual freedom for the desired higher socio-economic efficiency (Toelstede, 2019/2 and 2020/1). Efficient statism is not the same as political paternalism. It stems from a subsidiary principal in which society agrees that the state intervenes in many daily socio-economic processes to improve its socio-economic efficiency. The citizens, in turn, also play a role by agreeing to higher levels of conformity and accepting the public goods which the government offers (Toelstede, 2019/2: 19). By contrast, paternalism stems from a caretaker view which implicitly assumes that citizens require assistance and guidance in their everyday activities (e.g. Sunstein (2014) for well-intended soft paternalism and Chaloemtiarana (2007) for despotic paternalism, to show the sociality range of paternalism).

Although the appearance of both can be very similar, the underlying concepts and viewpoints are different. In efficient statism, society progressively includes the state in the subsidiarity concept and attributes it an active coordination role. Society accepts long principal-agent chains, and is ready to give up individual freedom for the sake of socio-economic efficiency. In paternalism, political agents believe that they have a caretaker duty vis-à-vis society. At the same time, these agents consider that the members of this society require their assistance and guidance, and therefore do no not regard them as sovereign principals. Efficient statism can fail if the principal-agent chains break. Will the political agents in such a situation always be ‘principled agents’ (Besley, 2006; Toelstede, 2020/1: 11) or will they rather become “principled agents”, meaning that the political agents turn into their own principals? Driving the
socio-economic reasoning of efficient statism to its extremes can cause democratic
descent. It might end in ‘authoritarian welfare states’ (Forrat, 2012) when social
welfare is more important, or ‘growth-friendly dictatorships’ (De Luca et al., 2015)
when economic welfare is predominant.

Between statism and liberalism lies federalism. Federalists aim for an optimal
subsidiary task allocation, even though the optimality definition is not always entirely
clear and unanimous. Hierarchies are not in all cases the most efficient organizational
structure (Halevy et al., 2012; Pieterse et al., 2019; Reit and Halevy, 2020); the optimal
structure depends on the kind of task. If the tasks are fairly independent from each
other, it is better not to use vertical structures. If the tasks are interdependent, hierarchy
enhances group performance (ibid.). Following the idea of federalism, in order to shift
a task (i) from one level (j) to the next higher level (j+1), the marginal costs of
managing that task on level j must be higher than handling the task on level j+1 (C’ij
> C’ij+1). This model – and the federalists themselves – implicitly call for the additional
power asymmetry which would result from a vertical escalation and how it can be
balanced out. Applying that formula to all tasks and levels would result in a natural
coordination hierarchy. However, this social engineering process can be misused to
justify one or other of the ideological preferences, which – in turn – influence all C’ij.

Figure 4 describes the three concepts. The most important aspect of this distinction is
that applying one concept or the other has a huge impact on the shape of the social
hierarchy and the resulting power asymmetries. Subsidiary decisions in a liberal setup
are, in general, characterized by more individualistic viewpoints on society, a bottom-
up perspective, and a negative freedom interpretation which means freedom from
government action. Liberalism results in flat social hierarchies. Statism viewpoints, in
turn, are more collectivistic, top-down, and centralized, and have a positive freedom
definition which means freedom through government action. The later can lead to
Nell-Breuning’s ‘subsidiarium officium’ (Watrin, 2003), which is a normative
postulate that wherever politicians see a possibility of providing additional public
goods to the population, politicians should feel obliged to do so. This causes a
hierarchy-enhancing dynamic, as there are no limits to finding or “inventing” new
public goods. The results are steeper social hierarchies.

In my opinion, the natural state of an individual is to manage his affairs himself and
not to be managed by somebody else. Or, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau phrased it: ‘A
society which governs itself always well does not need to be governed’. Therefore,
when thinking about subsidiarity questions, the point of departure should be – but very
often is not – the individual and the bottom-up perspective. Departing from that point,
it is the individuals who compose the social structure, meaning ‘institutions follow
from [the citizens’] intuitions’ (Cushman, 2015 paraphrased).

---

7 Rousseau (1766) book 3 ch. 4. French original: “Un peuple qui gouvernerait toujours bien n’aurait pas besoin
d’être gouverné.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Politological classification</th>
<th>Liberalism</th>
<th>Federalism</th>
<th>Statism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical perspective</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td></td>
<td>Top-down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-ontological view and society’s self-understanding</td>
<td>Individualistic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Collectivistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereignty over the subsidiary thresholds</td>
<td>In the hands of leaders or individuals close to them</td>
<td>In individuals’ hands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidiarity definition&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom definition&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social, political, and economic planning</td>
<td>Preferably decentral</td>
<td></td>
<td>Preferably central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying thoughts and convictions</td>
<td>Individual liberty</td>
<td>Balancing out socio-economic efficiency, individual interests, and power asymmetries</td>
<td>Social conformity (behavior or welfare levels) Propensity to escalate responsibilities Cost-sharing motive Power and social planning affinity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4. Subsidiarity views of different socio-political ideologies.*

---

<sup>8</sup> Watrin (2003) also mentions Oswald von Nell-Breuning, who is one of the strongest defenders of a positive subsidiarity definition. He quotes him freely: “subsidiarity is not a principle, but a *subsidiarium officium*, a duty of the community [the state] to help its members in the fullest sense of the word. Namely to give them the opportunity to develop themselves to their fullest as people.” (p. 7.) Watrin admits that, for this purpose, taxes could be enforced.

<sup>9</sup> Berlin (1969). Berlin defines the individual’s desire to be his own master and not to be interfered by anybody else as positive freedom (bottom-up view in my model). On the contrary, he defines the area of freedom which could be left [by a social planner] to the individual as negative freedom (top-down view in my model).
4. Path dependence and social hierarchies

Article 2 describes the emergence of path dependence in hierarchical and non-hierarchical societies. I use the path dependence model to describe certain dynamics within the *Structure-Behavior Diagram*. To complement the thoughts presented in the article, I describe in the following some constellations of evaluation and political decision-making under uncertainty. These constellations entail path-creating mechanisms such as sequence, power, stereotypy, or conformity. This shows that path dependences are a very normal part of our daily life and decision-making under uncertainty.

4.1. Path dependence degrees and foreseeability

Path dependence emerges slowly with small and inconspicuous steps, which means that its foreseeability emerges gradually. In Figure 5, I illustrate constellations of political decision-making with path-creating consequences under uncertainty. I discuss the degree of path dependence emerging from wrong decisions. Wrong decisions can be due to two main reasons. First, they may be due to bounded rationality, meaning that the individuals, *a priori*, did not know or could not have known about the suboptimality of the decision. Second, despite the good availability of information, asymmetries in information and decision power can cause a society to choose a path which is good for some and bad for others. To discuss these questions, I use Liebowitz and Margolis’ (1995) model, which distinguishes between three degrees of path dependence. Degree 1 describes the ‘*simple assertion that the inter-temporal relationship exits*’ (ibid. p. 210), but this type of path dependence will not result ‘*in any inefficiency*’ (ibid. p. 210). This is the case when many paths exist where all are optimal, and we just need to choose one of them. Degree 2 occurs when decisions are taken with imperfect information and ‘*thesequent events reveal to be inferior to some alternative*’ (ibid. p. 211). Degree 3 defines the situation where the chosen alternatives are ‘*ex-ante path-inefficient*’ (ibid. p. 211).

Liebowitz and Margolis also thought about the question of why actions should be taken which foreseeably lead into a suboptimal path. However, their considerations focused on decisions about technologies with a well-reflected decision process. Hence, they argued that the probability of degree 3 path dependence and its consequences would be small (ibid. pp. 216-217). Further, they (implicitly) abstracted from any political-economic aspects. Nevertheless, for the topic of this thesis, political economy is very important and requires more attention. A closer look at the nuances between degree 2 and degree 3 paths is necessary. So, I introduce two major areas to describe the space between degree 2 and degree 3. The different phenomena, which will be described below, will help to explain why wrong decisions and their path-creating consequences are a normal part of societies.
### Foreseeability

Impossible to know for anyone

Bounded rationality: The people fail to see the risk of an inefficient path because of… (A)
  - the possible effects are known, but the timing is unknown
  - overconfidence (Zacharakis and Shepherd, 2001; Fast et al., 2012)
  - conjunction fallacy (Tversky and Kahneman, 1983; Kahneman, 2011)
  - base rate neglect\(^{10}\) or correlation neglect (Enke and Zimmermann, 2013)
  - alternatives and risks being erroneously evaluated
  - self-righteousness (Krebs and Denton, 2005)
  - self-deception (Von Hippel and Trivers, 2011)
  - conformity (Asch, 1955) and cascades (Sunstein, 2019 for an overview)
  - willful ignorance (Lynch, 2016)
  - decision avoidance due to fear (Anderson, 2003)
  - personality traits, e.g. psychopathy (Vize et al., 2018)

Political economy: Some individuals know, but… (B)
  - hold back relevant information
  - frame the problem and the decisions (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) in a specific way to influence the outcome
  - deliberately cheat the rest
  - do not intervene; strategic delay (Chamley and Gale, 1994)
  - have no voice
  - fear being punished when the object against a common trend
  - show willful ignorance in agency (Grossman and Van der Weele, 2017)
  - have personality traits like Machiavellianism and narcissism (Vize et al., 2018)

Everyone knows, but deliberately ignores it.

### Path dependence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreseeability</th>
<th>Path dependence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impossible to know for anyone</td>
<td>Pure degree 2 path dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded rationality: The people fail to see the risk of an inefficient path because of… (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the possible effects are known, but the timing is unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- overconfidence (Zacharakis and Shepherd, 2001; Fast et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- conjunction fallacy (Tversky and Kahneman, 1983; Kahneman, 2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- base rate neglect(^{10}) or correlation neglect (Enke and Zimmermann, 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- alternatives and risks being erroneously evaluated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- self-righteousness (Krebs and Denton, 2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- self-deception (Von Hippel and Trivers, 2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- conformity (Asch, 1955) and cascades (Sunstein, 2019 for an overview)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- willful ignorance (Lynch, 2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- decision avoidance due to fear (Anderson, 2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- personality traits, e.g. psychopathy (Vize et al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political economy: Some individuals know, but… (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- hold back relevant information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- frame the problem and the decisions (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) in a specific way to influence the outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- deliberately cheat the rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- do not intervene; strategic delay (Chamley and Gale, 1994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- have no voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- fear being punished when the object against a common trend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- show willful ignorance in agency (Grossman and Van der Weele, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- have personality traits like Machiavellianism and narcissism (Vize et al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone knows, but deliberately ignores it.</td>
<td>Pure degree 3 path dependence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Arthur defined the ‘small historical events’ as those ‘events or conditions that are outside the ex-ante knowledge of the observer’ (Arthur, 1989: 118), which corresponds to the pure degree 2 definition in the Liebowitz-Margolis model. Liebowitz and Margolis use a less restrictive definition, saying that ‘agents are making seemingly minor decisions that have major consequences’ (Liebowitz and Margolis, 1995: 212).

\(^{10}\) Tversky and Kahneman (1981), Kahneman (2011). Further, Hinsz et al. (2008) discovered that groups can show higher base rate neglect than individuals.
This allows them to assume that actors sometimes underestimate or ignore the possible consequences of their decisions. The definition of what persons could have known and done before reaching a critical conjuncture or lock-in is quite difficult. This becomes even more difficult the more we dig into earlier and smaller events when explaining path dependence. Hence, we should be careful to judge from the position of a ‘hypothetical omniscient observer’ (Liebowitz and Margolis 1995, p. 216).

Path dependence theory usually assumes anonymous market mechanisms and decentralized decision-making (Arthur, 1989 and 1994 passim; David, 1985: 336). On the other hand, organizational path dependence theory considers hierarchies with centralized decision-making (Petermann, 2010: 118). Decision-making in vertical social structures is a combination of central and decentral decisions. It is an asymmetric group decision between the leader(s) and the respective selectorate (De Mesquita et al., 2002). This means that a decision is collectively taken by the leader, who implicitly takes his followers’ positions into account as the followers are his selectorate. We can assume that each selectorate, in turn, has its own selectorate, which would lead to a cascadic model – I call it a “selectorate cascade”. Even if the selectorate is not visibly involved in the leader’s decisions, the latter’s actions influence the relationship with the former and the acceptance or non-acceptance of the same. Hence, the leader anticipates the selectorate’s reaction.

In an analogy to the Liebowitz-Margolis distinction, Figure 5 illustrates a selection of nuances between degree 2 and degree 3 path dependence. The cases of pure degree 2 or degree 3 are the cornerstones of the model. For instance, degree 2 could be a sudden meteorite impact. The space between degree 2 and degree 3 path dependence in Figure 5 has a bounded rationality and a political-economic dimension. The first dimension describes situations where “all are equally uninformed and/or irrational”. The second dimension describes a situation where “some people know or can decide, but others do not know or cannot decide”. In political reality, numerous nuances and combinations between these two dimensions are possible. See also Schippers et al. (2014) for a similar categorization. All of them can cause path-creating mechanisms (Toelstede, 2019/2).

Milan Svolik (2012) discussed the predictability of the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia and the break-down of authoritarian regimes in parts of the Arab world. His conclusion can be summarized as an erroneous evaluation of the likelihood and the consequences of a possible popular uprising. Political history is full of these ‘black swans’ (Taleb, 2007). Retrospective analyses of historic events can bring interesting nuances to light, in view of what certain political actors knew or could have known. Christopher Clark (2012) did this in his book about the outbreak of World War I. He carefully analyzed how political actors were struggling to recognize – on individual and collective levels – the consequences of the saber-rattling diplomacy of the time. His analysis showed

---

11 However, this example could lead to the question of whether it is possible to classify an incident as unforeseeable if its mere (a priori) mention expresses an awareness of its possible occurrence.
that some actors on both sides were subject to erroneous evaluation, overconfidence, or self-deception. Others foresaw the negative consequences of an armed conflict but feared being punished if they objected. Finally, the degree 3 case might only work in the short-term and in conjunction with collective stereotypy, increasing the myopia of a society or psychopathic individuals. Otherwise, the society should see the suboptimal path and it is unlikely that the people would not try to avoid it.
4.2. Bounded rationality

Area A in Figure 5 focuses on the bounded rationality of individuals and groups. It clusters those situations where a society could be aware of a suboptimal path but, for various reasons, nobody sees it. The society’s evaluative capabilities can be limited or biased (i.e. ideology, stereotypy, conformity). In area A, all society members are equally (un-)aware, (un-)informed, able to evaluate, and biased or irrational. Here, the whole society somehow tries to foresee the future in the best possible way despite its limitations. Consequently, the society takes consensual decisions which are a priori optimal but a posteriori suboptimal. I briefly discuss some of the scenarios of bounded rationality and political economy. However, a clear separation of the two is not always possible.

An overconfidence bias occurs when leaders are overconfident and/or their followers have too much confidence in the leaders. This can happen in conjunction with a ‘social myth’ (George Sorel cited by Hayek, 1944/2007: 174), which leaders use to convince followers of their ambitious and overstretched targets. Overconfidence can follow from ‘opinion convergence’ (Lorenz et al., 2011), a kind of conformity which is path-creating (Toelstede, 2019/2). Leaders will have difficulties stepping away from their original positions at a later stage without being deposed by their followers. So, before this divergence comes to light, the leaders need to secure their position with a structural lock-in. I will come back to this later. Individual and collective overconfidence is context-dependent (e.g. Muthukrishna et al., 2014).

Another form of bounded rationality is self-image protecting self-deception (Cowen, 2005), where individuals discard information that is relevant for making decisions, but which harms their self-image. Bénabou (2012) presented a model of collective delusion which starts at individual level and spreads to become collective. He distinguished between hierarchical societies and non-hierarchical ones. In the former, the real and the delusive information cascades from the top to the bottom. In horizontal societies, the delusions and realities spread randomly from peer to peer. Further, Bénabou proposed a mechanism called ‘mutually assured delusion’, which could create different ‘social cognitions’ (ibid. p. 2) of the same social reality. In other words, the members of a group create – by mutual assurance of their individual delusions – a collective and distorted belief about a given fact.

To begin with, this process might be free of constraints; the individuals experience a cognitive ease when their individual delusions are confirmed by others. Later, when the distortive characteristic of the collective perception becomes obvious, the individuals might be prevented from revising their view by group constraints. This is because the collective but delusive view has gained public good character within this group. Abolishing this illusive viewpoint means damaging the public good of the group, which can be subject to punishment. This mechanism mainly occurs between individuals of a subgroup with good internal trust levels, cheap communication, and
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shared values. This could be between the members of a ruling coalition. The individuals will avoid jeopardizing these public goods. Therefore, mutually assured delusions can foster parochialism, in-group favoritism, and stereotypy. *Mutually assured delusions* obscure the existence of better paths and, thus, bias or even inhibit an objective evaluation of possible alternative paths. They could lie like a veil over the set of alternatives and help to defend the privileges of certain society members, which gives them a political-economic dimension.

Bounded rationality has also been investigated in investors’ behavior in capital markets (e.g. Hirshleifer et al., 2003; Hirshleifer, 2015). Even though this is not the same environment as vertical social structures, certain behavioral patterns such as biased perception, extrapolative expectations, herding (Cipriani and Guarino, 2005), cascading (Alevy et al., 2007), thought contagion (Hirshleifer and Teoh, 2009), or ‘*this time is different*’ beliefs (Gennaioli et al., 2015) can also be applied in social hierarchies. The advantage of financial markets and investors’ behavior is that it is easier to examine than behaviors in political systems. The availability and quality of data are better. The setup of these models and their findings are a good baseline for behavior analyses in political systems. To conclude, this enumeration of realizations of bounded rationality is not exhaustive, and the presented discussion is superficial. My aim was to give an overview of its variety. This is an interesting area for further research to be embedded into the path dependence considerations and the *Structure-Behavior Diagram*.

### 4.3. Political-economic aspects

The political-economic aspects in Figure 5 show situations where only some people know about the suboptimality and use this advantage to improve their position within the society. This area therefore deals with tactical questions. In the following, I present a selection of possible situations. Let us assume that some well-informed and influential group members foresee the sub-optimality of an emerging path – I call them “*foresighted individuals*” or a “*foresighted group*”. However, despite their knowledge about the sub-optimality of the emerging path, they do not act against this trend. One political-economic reason consists in different pay-off functions between higher ranked and foresighted individuals and the lower ones. Further, there is a possibility of being punished or losing privileges when sharing the knowledge about an emerging sub-optimal path. This goes along with certain society-internal asymmetries, which I briefly mention and discuss their respective occurrences in networks, coordination and dominance hierarchies. For a definition of these structures, see Toelstede (2020/1).
The asymmetries can be related to:

- relevant information
- foresightedness (=ability to anticipate future scenarios)/time preference
- evaluative capability
- political voice/decision power (=power asymmetries)
- pay-off functions

In networks, all these aspects are mutual and equally distributed. There could be different pay-off functions, but they are balanced out by the absence of power asymmetries. Therefore, we will hardly observe the emergence of any political-economy-driven path dependence in networks. In coordination hierarchies, these asymmetries are distributed according to the rank order of the individuals within the hierarchy. Everyone’s rank in a coordination hierarchy corresponds to his foresightedness and evaluative capacities, which result from the individual’s human capital. Power asymmetries are also in line with this. Importantly, the foresighted individuals do not abuse these advantages in relation to the lower ranked, as rank, human capital, and power asymmetries are in balance. In a dominance hierarchy, the information and power asymmetries are abused by the higher ranked to oppress the lower ranked. Further, the hierarchical structures of a dominance hierarchy are in a vertical structural lock-in – meaning that there is no vertical fluidity of persons as in coordination hierarchies. Structural lock-ins sustain the hierarchical corset even though the different asymmetries cause many tensions within the society. In the case of a foresighted group, the privileged information is a group-internal public good and sharing it with the rest of the society would be defection. This defection could be punished by the group members. Foresighted groups can be found in coordination hierarchies and dominance hierarchies. In CHs, the information slowly trickles down to the lower parts of the society, while in DHs there are systematic burdens to prevent this trickle down. Especially in stratified societies, each social layer is more foresighted than the next lower layer. These societies can be modelled as a multitude of small cooperations – a continuum of small groups in the vertical social space, sealed off one from each other. They are marked by a continuously descending foresightedness and shared information.

Figure 6 describes a situation where the higher ranked and foresighted individuals (leaders) deceive the lower individuals (followers). The original welfare distribution is given by \( t_0 \) with the tolerance vector between \( T_A \) and \( T_B \). The tolerance vector describes a welfare development range for the followers (A) and their leaders (B). In this case, the leaders play with an illusionary welfare development for the followers. The leaders drive the society onto path II, which initially offers benefits for the society. They lure the society with a good but illusive welfare perspective, \( t_3 \) (illusive). However, in the long run, the path provides a welfare shift from the society to the leaders. To get away with this deceit, the leaders need to ensure that the hierarchical structures have reached a vertical structural lock-in before \( t_1 \), or by \( t_2 \) at the latest. This vertical structural lock-in traps the society in the hierarchical order and lowers the chances of
any uprising. Finally, the society ends up in a welfare distribution of $t_3$ (actual) and not in the expected $t_3$ (illusive). The sequence of this process is: deceit, decision, emergence of a suboptimal path, vertical structural lock-in, welfare redistribution in favor of the leaders, realization of the illusion by the lower ones. The necessary strengths of the vertical structural lock-in increase with the intended level of welfare distortion. The abuse of different levels of foresightedness in a society to drive it into a path dependence is an important political scenario in the analysis of transitions between democracies and authoritarianism.

Another behavioral option is not to intervene (just let it run). The foresighted individuals might fear being punished when they intervene, or might consider the process to be irreversible in any case. So, in addition to the situation of being exposed to social constraints, political actors might assume that the society is locked-in on a path (a process lock-in). In this case, the actors’ non-intervention can also be a covered repositioning. This means that they expect a change or breakdown in the current social structures and prepare themselves for the time afterwards. Chamley and Gale (1994) described the behavior of ‘strategic delay’ in a study of investors in capital markets.
The decisions in their model were assumed to be irreversible, which gave them a sequential path-creating character (Toelstede, 2020/1). The actors improved their position by deliberately delaying their actions. Later, Dasgupta (2007) developed a game-theoretical model which describes how the ‘calculus of strategic delay’ of decisions influences an individual’s pay-off. The model shows a tradeoff between early and risky action or delayed action with more private information and, hence, lower risk. The environmental assumptions of the Dasgupta model do not consider vertical social structures, information, or power asymmetries. However, this could be interesting for future research. Dasgupta’s results show that delaying actions is rational for individuals and groups.

Lastly, there are personality traits such as Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy (Vize et al., 2018), which can lead to suboptimal decisions. Machiavellianism relates to leaders who maliciously abuse the power given to them. This can be supported by the authoritarian character of their followers (Harms et al., 2018). Together with narcissism (Watts et al., 2013), it can cause politico-economic decision patterns which are suboptimal for societies. Psychopaths, despite only making up about 1% of a population (Boddy, 2005), are associated with cognitive intelligence (ibid.) and higher rationality in social dilemmas (Osumi and Ohira, 2010), which could promote their rise through social ranks. This means that, in hierarchical societies, these individuals can obtain powerful positions. By contrast, in horizontal societies, these individuals are more randomly distributed within the society and the power given to them is counterbalanced by their peers (Seabright in Sterelny et al., 2013: 109). Narcissism and psychopathy can be positively correlated to power distance (Robertson et al., 2016). Personality traits have positive and negative sides (e.g. Judge et al., 2009; Watts et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2018). They can show different decision patterns in organizations (Figure 5) which result in different path-creating mechanisms (e.g. sequence, power, stereotypy). More analyses might help to better describe the influence of different forms of these personality traits on social path creation within the dependency of the respective environment. In particular, the characteristics and strengths of the principal-agent chains of these individuals with their environment might play an important role.

To summarize, there are several aspects which influence individual and collective decision-making, and which have a path-creating character. In most cases, societies autorecorrect suboptimal paths over time (Toelstede, 2019/2). However, this enumeration shows, together with the path-creating mechanisms (ibid.), that suboptimality and path dependence are eminent aspects of societies and their democratic orders. Further research might give us even deeper insights into the presented topics.
5. The articles and their role within this thesis

5.1. Article 1: Social Hierarchies in Democracies and Authoritarianism: The Balance between Power Asymmetries and Principal-Agent Chains

5.1.1. Summary of the article

Social hierarchies exist in democracies as well as in authoritarian societies. However, their nature is different. Democratic hierarchies are built bottom-up through election, while autocratic hierarchies are built top-down through domination. Both, however, have power asymmetries between the weaker citizens and the stronger politicians, which are amplified the stronger the hierarchies are. This manuscript introduces a model which combines pro-/anti-social behavior with different degrees of hierarchies. It is argued that this model has the power to categorize countries according to these criteria, and indicates when and how societies move between democracy and authoritarianism. Importantly, I illustrate that the balance between power asymmetries and principal-agent chains is key for understanding when and why democracies sometimes transcend into authoritarianism.

5.1.2. Discussion

This article introduces the Structure-Behavior Diagram, which represents the basic model of my thesis. It frames the political space in which all other considerations and observations take place. I define four society types following on from the combination of the two criteria of sociality and verticality. I describe the characteristics according to which countries are to be “located” in one of the areas of this political space. I show that for pro-social societies, the escalation of public goods coordination from peer to institutional punishment correlates to the pro-sociality of the political system. In other words, the citizens escalate political power to the government in dependency of the quality of governance. The positively inclined line results from the correlation between pro-sociality and political task escalation (Toelstede, 2020/1 Figures 7 and 8). All EU and OECD (except Mexico) countries are around this line. This confirms the positive relationship between pro-sociality or ‘effective democracies’ (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005) and socio-economic welfare levels (e.g. Barro, 1996; De Haan and Sturm, 2003; Acemoglu et al., 2019; Colagrossi et al., 2020). The correlation between pro-sociality and political task escalation is similar to Besley and Persson’s (2019) relationship between democratic values and acceptance of institutions. However, their correlation between ‘cumulative democracy’ and ‘institutional support’ produces different results. It implicitly assumes that the longer a society is democratic, the more democratic
Institutions should have been built up and the better they should be supported by the society. By contrast, my model asks for the actual pro-sociality (measured by ‘personal freedom’ (CATO, 2017 and 2018) and not the historically acquainted one. This means that the two studies, despite positive correlations in both models, arrive at different results for certain countries (e.g. France).

At the end of the article, I indicate the existence of other patterns in this political space. There are burdens, which I call “thresholds”, and dynamics which emerge when they are crossed. One of these could be the point of maximum anti-sociality of authoritarian regimes. This threshold should depend on the level of power asymmetries to protect the regime from civil uprising. Hence, it should be a vertical line inclined to the right and located in the DH area. This limit derives from the abovementioned tolerance limit. Another threshold is the point of authoritarian break-down – in other words, the point where authoritarian structures melt and crumble (when moving top-down) or crystallize and consolidate (when moving bottom-up). This threshold should be located between DH and SON. Lastly, I assume that the transition between pro- and anti-sociality is different at different power asymmetry levels. This is already an implicit part of some of my articles, but there is more to be explored as I indicate at the end of these publications. For example, the incentives for anti-social descent or the (anti-social) power to prevent the emergence of pro-social reward and punishment (Rand et al., 2010; Hauser et al., 2014). In horizontal societies, the possibly existing anti-social punishment has no power asymmetries in its favor to prevent the evolution of pro-sociality (see the example of Tunisia in Toelstede 2020/1).

5.2. Article 2: How path-creating mechanisms and structural lock-ins make societies drift from democracy to authoritarianism

5.2.1. Summary of the article

The question of how societies move between democracy and authoritarianism is of vital interest in science, as well as in the day-to-day political debate. This article contributes to this debate by exploring which mechanisms potentially encourage societies to move from democracy to authoritarianism. This article is based on the idea of traditional path dependence, tracing back to Arthur and the organizational path dependence theory of Sydow et al. (2009 and 2020). Building on these theories, I examine how so-called path-creating mechanisms can emerge and influence societies to move from democracy to authoritarianism. I develop two new concepts in this article. First, structural lock-in, which describes a society deprived of its capabilities to adapt to the continuously changing environment. Second, efficient statism, describing societies which strive for higher socio-economic efficiency by embracing strong governmental forms and high conformity levels. The empirical cases presented
in this article show that the path-creating mechanisms and efficient statism are regularly observable in societies. Such mechanisms put democracy at risk.

5.2.2. Discussion

The underlying idea of introducing the path-dependence model into my model is that I presume that societies experience certain dynamics when moving within the political space, and especially between democracy and authoritarianism. Embedded in the Structure-Behavior Diagram, the path-dependence model enables us to explain these dynamics. I show that some of these path-creating mechanisms act differently depending on the strength of the social hierarchies.

Further, I present the term efficient statism, which describes a situation where societies willingly trade personal freedom for higher socio-economic efficiency. I show that societies which pursue this objective, consciously or unconsciously, reconcile themselves with certain path-creating mechanisms. Those societies have a collectivistic welfare viewpoint and apply a collective utility function. They prefer using public goods to satisfy this utility function. The unification of a multitude of individual utility functions into one collective function –despite being questionable from a theoretical perspective – requires, in the eyes of this ideology, conformity and stereotypy. These, in turn, have path-creating and freedom-limiting characteristics (Sunstein, 2019). These societies accept less individual freedom as well as higher power asymmetries between the citizens and their respective government. These limitations can, to a larger extent, also be observed in limited democracies and semi-authoritarian regimes. So, efficient statism, if driven too far, brings a risk in the form of overly strong power asymmetries, ideology, conformity, stereotypy, and a lack of pro-sociality. All this makes democratic societies more prone to drift into authoritarianism (DH).

I further show that striving for stability is treacherous, as it might create structural lock-ins and deprive societies of their ‘dynamic capabilities’ (Teece et al., 1997). I speculate that the desire for stability follows from fear associated with social change and the preference for safety and socio-economic security. The potential lock-ins and path dependences resulting from that view support a saying attributed to Benjamin Franklin, whereby preferring safety over freedom entails the risk of losing both. Figure 4 in this article (Toelstedt, 2019/2: 7) illustrates a Nash equilibrium with equal pay-offs (9/9). This illustration implicitly assumes that both players have the same power to choose one of the alternatives. This is the case in horizontal societies without power asymmetries. However, in hierarchical societies with power asymmetries, one player could have the power to exclude certain alternatives from the game. He would thereby obtain a better pay-off for himself (e.g. 10/5 if A has the power to exclude B’s option III from the game and chooses alternative III for himself). So, the possible Nash
equilibria without *power asymmetries* are different from those which are possible with *power asymmetries*.

5.3. Article 3: Democracy Interrupted: The Anti-Social Side of Intensified Policing

5.3.1. Summary of the article

In 2015 and 2016, France was hit by a number of severe terror attacks. Following these attacks, the country experienced increased xenophobia in the form of anti-Muslim actions (anti-social peer punishment), and the French government reacted by declaring a state of emergency and intensifying policing activities such as house searches and police stops. Here, I analyze these reactions and show that intensified policing, even though well intended, can be associated with considerable anti-social effects. Furthermore, I will show that the state of emergency was associated with certain dynamics that are worrisome for a democracy. Lastly, I will situate the findings in the conceptual distinction between institutional and peer punishment of behavioral science.

5.3.2. Discussion

The article departs from the position that institutional punishment is needed to curb anti-social peer punishment. The data which I used confirms that institutional punishment can reduce anti-social peer punishment in situations of social conflict. However, the article also shows that not only is peer punishment susceptible to anti-sociality, so too is institutional punishment. So, a society could end up trading anti-social peer punishment for anti-social institutional punishment.

Arguing in line with the *Structure-Behavior Diagram*, a state of emergency (SOE) has several effects. It decouples the *principal-agent chains* between citizens and politicians, and it allows anti-social side-effects of government actions to arise (i.e. mainly its security apparatus). The two-year French SOE brought a number of dynamics confirming this reasoning. The situation started with the terror attacks (anti-social peer punishment). Immediately after that, the government declared the SOE and intensified policing with anti-social side-effects. In parallel, society experienced anti-Muslim attacks by non-Muslim citizens (anti-social peer punishment) in response to the attacks. This vengeful punishment faded out. However, the institutional punishment (policing) was also marked by anti-sociality (anti-social institutional punishment). Manifestations against the situation (pro-social peer punishment) were clamped down on by the police (anti-social institutional punishment). Over time, the government tried to reduce the anti-social effects of its activities, but more importantly,
it reduced its communication about them and drew the public’s attention away from the (negative) side-effects and toward the (positive) results. This interacted with increasing indifference from citizens and the press regarding the politicians’ actions. In other words, the principals loosened their control over their political agents.

I could not answer the question of whether the anti-social aspects of the police campaign were a result of carelessness or even intended. Any intention could reflect a general anti-Muslim sentiment and a desire for revenge – the same feeling which caused the sparking of anti-Muslim peer punishment. More generally, further research is needed to examine whether the anti-sociality of institutional punishment can have a satisfactory and legitimacy-pretending effect on concealed peer punishment intentions (e.g. the desire for revenge). The motivation to write about policing (articles 3 and 4) results from the idea that security forces are one of the key punishment instruments of any government. Since good data on the negative effects of policing is hard to find, I took the opportunity of examining this case which offered a relatively good database; the same goes for the next article.

5.4. Article 4: The Absence of Policing and the Political Economy of Contribution and Defection

5.4.1. Summary of the article

Punishment is crucial to maintain cooperation and prevent defection in societies. Previous research has shown that, in small groups, public goods contribution drops (defection rises) and rises (defection drops) immediately when punishment disappears and reappears. I will discuss this effect for large groups (societies), the real-world environment, and the absence of policing. In contrast to small group experiments, there are delays in the change in contribution and defection levels following the disappearance and reappearance of punishment. The length of these delays varies and seems to depend on aspects such as trust, transparency, media behavior, and democratization level. All these aspects have politico-economic implications.

5.4.2. Discussion

In article 3, I analyze the consequences of institutional over-punishment – too much policing. Here, I discuss the sudden absence of institutional punishment – too little or no policing. Both have negative consequences on the pro-sociality of societies, their power asymmetries, and the free and democratic order. Not surprisingly, following the sudden absence of policing in the examined societies, defection levels rose immediately. Tendentially, the rise in defection was quicker than its decline once
policing restarted. By contrast, the reactions of citizens were more delayed, and showed different patterns. These variations could have different reasons.

First, the defectors might be better informed about the (presence or absence) of policing activities than the citizens. Second, the citizens probably have a longer-term social contract with the government. They are aware that, from time to time, this social contract might require some investments and conditional “advance payments” to the government in order to continue functioning. However, this long-term contractual bond could also be based on a naïve form of trust in the government. In such a case, citizens would unconditionally continue to support the government, which increases the power asymmetries between the two.

Here, too, the quantity, quality, and completeness of the empirical data is challenging. Since the topic examines the alleged dysfunction of the political agents vis-à-vis their civilian agents, the former have no interest in providing objective data to the latter. The article shows that the delegation of power to institutional punishment (i.e. the government and its police) is delicate. Together with article 3, it emphasizes that citizens must be attentive to ensure that there is no over- or under-punishment and no decline in institutional punishment’s pro-sociality. Further, the reporting chain between citizens and their political agents must always function. In the last example of the article (Turkey), I show that the perdured absence of policing, the related contribution delays, and the changes in power asymmetries can bring a significant shift in pro-sociality (i.e. in the free and democratic order).
6. Conclusion

6.1. Findings

Both research areas of this thesis, social hierarchies as well as democracies and authoritarianism, have been analyzed before by many scholars. However, there is little research combining these two dimensions in a single analysis. I create a model which systematically combines social hierarchies and the transitions between democracy and authoritarianism. With the Structure-Behavior Diagram, I lay the foundation for a combined analysis of verticality and sociality (Toelstede, 2020/1). I define these concepts theoretically, which enables countries to be categorized accordingly. For sociality, I use the of Cato Institute’s Personal Freedom Indicator, which has shown good characteristics for the purpose. However, measuring the power asymmetries resulting from social hierarchies is more difficult. I therefore take government spending relative to the gross domestic product as an indicator of the government’s size. The model and its underlying assumptions demonstrate that the verticality of societies influences their movements between democracy and authoritarianism. Further, the process of hierarchy formation and the type of social contract leading to this formation are different in pro-social and anti-social societies. The pattern is bottom-up in the former and top-down in the latter. Further, I show that institutional punishment is not always a stable alternative to peer punishment. There is sudden over-and under-punishment (Toelstede, 2019/1 and 2020/2), as well as changes in the level of pro-sociality (Toelstede, 2019/1). Considering the power asymmetries inherent to institutional punishment, the consequences can be significant. In Toelstede (2019/1 and 2020/2), we see that these alterations brought a debilitation of the principal-agent chains between political agents and civilian principals.

I embed the path dependence model into the Structure-Behavior Diagram, which makes it possible to explain some of the dynamics in sociality and verticality. By using existing models and extending them, I isolate several path-creating mechanisms. These mechanisms foster the emergence of path dependences and structural lock-ins. I describe some regularities and dynamics within this political space. The first of these regularities is the positive correlation between pro-sociality and task escalation to the government. The higher the pro-sociality of the political system, the more citizens concede public goods tasks and, with them, power asymmetries to the government (Toelstede, 2020/1). Other relationships need to be explored. Together, they will form a landscape within the political space of the Structure-Behavior Diagram.

 Democracies provide better socio-economic results for the people than non-democracies (e.g. Barro, 1996; De Haan and Sturm, 2003; Acemoglu et al., 2019; Colagrossi et al., 2020). However, too many institutions can also limit the same. The paradoxical element is that some societies endorse ever more political institutions in
response to socio-economic or political problems, although fewer institutions – not more – would provide more freedom for citizens. They might improve the welfare situation to a certain extent. However, they also weaken citizens’ control over the political agents and increase the political agents’ incentives for anti-social descent.

I have shown that societies which are prepared to trade personal freedom for higher socio-economic welfare by endorsing efficient statism delegate more public affairs to the government. Thus, they generate higher power asymmetries and move the society further upwards in CH. At the same time, greater power asymmetries provide greater incentives to the political agents to abuse the situation and steer the societies to the right into DH. Power asymmetries allow political agents to create an ‘uneven playing field’ (Levitsky and Way, 2010/2), which further reinforces the asymmetries between, first, the different political agents and, second, the agents and the civilian principals. Information asymmetries between political agents and civilian principals provide a possibility for the agents to deceive the principals upon their intentioned anti-social descent. This movement leads to ‘competitive authoritarianism’ (Levitsky and Way, 2002, 2010/1, 2020) and can ultimately result in authoritarianism as such.

With all these arguments for a possible anti-social descent, why is it that many democratic societies remain democratic and what motivation do other societies have to become democratic? There is, first, the argument of better welfare results, which makes it attractive to remain or become a democracy. Second, the positive pressure of the international (democratic) community motivates non-democracies to become democracies and societies on a path of anti-social descent to turn around. However, this does not mean relying purely on the international community. As in all insurance contracts, if all insurers rely on the other insurers to bail them out, the insurance itself will collapse.

Third, peer punishment among (democratic) elites might prevent political leaders from anti-social descent, and does so in most cases. However, democratic elites could implement well-intentioned but ambiguous instruments which malicious politicians can abuse for their anti-social intentions. These ambiguous instruments can include data retention (Toelstede, 2019/2), increasing security forces, and introducing security laws in reaction to a terror attack (e.g. France after the 2015/2016 terror attacks; Toelstede 2019/1 and 2019/2). Further, the potential pro-social peer punishers in the (democratic) elite could have been sent to jail or dismissed from public office (e.g. in Turkey after the failed coup d’état in 2016; Caman, 2019; Yilmaz, 2019) and therefore put hors de combat. Additionally, studies about elite conformity indicate that the peer punishment among elites is not always driven by an absolute and universal pro-sociality understanding (see Sunstein, 2019 for an overview). Elite conformity can have a collusive character and, together with power asymmetries, represent a threat to democratic societies. More research in this area could help to provide a better understanding of when and how this aspect can be dangerous for democracies.
Forth, the most effective instrument against the anti-social descent of political agents is probably civil unrest – once the problem of collective action is overcome. Antisocial institutional descent (CH-DH) fails if it comes at the price of losing citizens’ support. It is the same revolutionary threat mechanism of weighing concession against disruption costs (e.g. De Mesquita and Smith, 2010; Klein and Regan, 2018; Toelstede, 2020/1) which triggers reforms in authoritarian regimes (DH-CH) and prevents CHs from descending into DHs. Lastly, the anti-social descent does not necessarily occur completely; the gradual descent toward the above-mentioned semi-democracies and semi-authoritarianism is also attractive to some elites. It allows the efficiency advantages of (what is left of) the democracy to be combined with the granted elite privileges of authoritarianism.

6.2. Further research

Apart from the findings, the approach offers a vast field for future research. I have shown a multitude of aspects in different areas of the model which can be explored in greater depth. The findings would support the refinement of the Structure-Behavior Diagram as a whole.

Beyond the relationship between public goods escalation and pro-sociality (Toelstede, 2020/1), I indicate at the end of the article the existence of other patterns in this political space. One of these could be the point of maximum anti-sociality of authoritarian regimes. This means that authoritarian regimes have a maximum antisociality in dependency of their power asymmetries which they should not pass to avoid any uprising and regime threat. This limit derives from the previously explained tolerance limit. Another pattern is the point of authoritarian break-down. In other words, the point where authoritarian structures melt and crumble (when moving top-down) or crystallize and consolidate (when moving bottom-up). Lastly, I assume that the transition between pro- and anti-sociality, including the implicit virtue reinterpretation (i.e. the definition of what will be rewarded and what will be punished), is distinct for different levels of power asymmetries. This is already part of some of my articles, but there is more to be explored.

Further research could also investigate the possibilities of transitions from CH to SON, or from NW to DH. These diagonal movements imply simultaneous changes in sociality and power asymmetries. This, in turn, means a virtue reinterpretation and a change in the social rank order. This would also explain why democratic politicians (CH) frequently warn about a potential slip into “chaos and individual egoism” (SON), and therefore endorse stronger democratic institutions (moving upwards in CH). The argument from politicians that moving from CH toward NW would unavoidably end in SON could be based on the fact that they would lose power and privileges. Further, there are movements like CH to DH (democratic decline), DH to SON (authoritarian breakdown), and SON to DH (authoritarian re-emergence). Many of those movements
might occur in rhythmic diagonal or triangular moves, as indicated in Toelstede (2020/1). Lastly, there are the transitions from anti- to pro-social societies (democratization), whether on a hierarchical level (DH to CH) or a horizontal level (SON to NW). In both cases, the societies must consensually agree on new reward and punishment rules (i.e. virtue reinterpretation). This process is significantly different in hierarchical societies than in horizontal societies, due to the existent or absent power asymmetries and different group sizes.

I have shown a correlation between pro-sociality in a society and the level of vertical escalation measured by government expenditure relative to GDP. This indicator shows the size of the government, and is universally available at a reliable quality. However, as mentioned in the discussion (Toelstede, 2020/1), it ignores cultural differences, the constitutional and legal framework, civil participation, the relative spend on internal security forces, and other aspects. Therefore, the development of a power asymmetries indicator would help to specify the measurement of hierarchy strength in societies. Such an indicator must have the following characteristics. First, it is important that it only measures the power asymmetries and the ability to limit other individuals’ degrees of freedom, and not the actual abuse. This needs to be measured using pro-sociality indicators. However, this distinction must consider that the mere threat of reward or punishment has an impact on the individual’s behavior (e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2002; Denant-Boemont et al., 2007; Masclet et al., 2013; Cimpeanu and Han, 2020) and therefore on the pro-sociality of societies. So, any potential power of political institutions (=institutional punishment threat) can have an impact on the citizen’s personal freedom and then be measured by a pro-sociality indicator. Second, the nature of power asymmetries changes when societies move between democracy and authoritarianism. A proper power asymmetries indicator needs to reflect this change in the nature of power. Third, it would need to be applicable over a wide range of countries with differences in culture, religion, society, and economy.

There is another aspect which follows on from the correlation between the pro-sociality in a society and the level of vertical escalation (Toelstede, 2020/1). This correlation is the area where societies can achieve their optimum combination of personal freedom, self-determination, and socio-economic welfare. Societies which prefer personal freedom might be beneath this line; societies which are prepared to trade personal freedom for higher socio-economic welfare by endorsing efficient statism will be above this line. This is also the area of institutional economics that provides recommendations for the best institutional setup. Many societies are situated around that line. So, further research could focus on how to increase pro-sociality, personal freedom, and socio-economic efficiency (moving to the left) without increasing the power asymmetries between political agents and civilian principals (moving upwards). It could further analyze the presence of hierarchy-attenuating or -enhancing attitudes (Bergh et al., 2020; Tesi et al., 2020). Lastly, one could ask why societies sometimes believe that a stronger state could provide them with a higher level of personal freedom and protect them from coercion. Is it a question of applying a
positive or negative freedom concept? Or is this opinion maybe a result of the manipulation of citizens by their political agents who would benefit from any (further) vertical escalation? In Toelstede (2020/1), I argue that institutional punishment (coordination hierarchies) is more efficient than peer punishment (networks) (Halevy et al., 2011; Ronay et al., 2012). However, I speculate that the vertical escalation process does not have constant marginal welfare gains in relationship to the increases in power asymmetries. I expect that $\Delta \text{welfare} / \Delta \text{power-asymmetries}$ [$\Delta \text{w}/\Delta \text{PA}$] will decrease the more a society escalates public goods, meaning the higher a society moves in the SBD. This hypothesis draws support from the empirical finding that societies above the correlation line escalate public goods at a slower pace than those below (Toelstede, 2020/1). Further, I believe that $\Delta \text{w}/\Delta \text{PA}$ may become negative at a certain power asymmetries level. Apart from the increasing power asymmetries, there are structural lock-ins which I expect to be positively correlated to the level of anti-sociality and power asymmetries. Thus, these difficulties increase when moving in a north-eastern direction within the SBD. In this context, moderated networks (Toelstede, 2020/1) probably show the highest $\Delta \text{w}/\Delta \text{PA}$ values, meaning the highest welfare gains relative to the power asymmetries which the societies have to accept in return. All these aspects deserve the attention of further research.

I show that uncertainties, limited foresightedness, and political-economic aspects in hierarchical agencies can accompany path-creating mechanisms which, in turn, can move societies between democracy and authoritarianism. Further research in this area could help to provide a better understanding of the mechanisms of path dependence. As mentioned throughout the text, capital market behavior can also offer an interesting field for empirical behavioral studies under bounded rationality and political-economic tactics. Capital market data availability is of a higher quantity and quality, and is less distorted than behavioral data in hierarchical institutions, especially in non-democracies. Certainly, some differences such as actors’ anonymity and the absence of formal hierarchies need to be considered to make the results applicable to social hierarchies.

Further research would also improve our understanding of the motivational foundations of the interactions between civilian principals and political agents, the escalation process, and the control of political agents. Lastly, we need to better understand the potential and sudden decline in pro-sociality of security forces, meaning institutional punishment (Toelstede, 2019/1).
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